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Global Markets & Macro
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Key Global Themes of CY22
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Multi-decade high 
inflation in number 

of countries

Concerns of global 
growth slowdown & 

possibility of 
recession

Pandemic to 
Endemic (and 
opening-up of 

economy)

Aggressive 
monetary policy 

tightening by global 
central banks

Geo-Political 
Tensions

Healthy correction 
in most global 

markets (esp. tech 
related stocks)

Globally, both Equity & Debt 
portfolios performed poorly. 

One of the worst years for 
Global Balanced portfolio.



Global equity markets have seen healthy correction over past year; India 
has relatively outperformed across time frames
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Over 1 Year Period

• Global equity markets have seen healthy correction 

led by emerging & Asian markets. 

• Some developed have also seen correction.

• Commodity producing countries / markets have 

relatively fared better.

• India has shown resilience and fared better.

• Over the long term (3, 5 & 10 years) Indian market 

has been among the top performing markets.



Indian markets have shown resilience in CY22, compared to global 
markets
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• Nifty closed CY22 up 4% vs a 33% decline for the NASDAQ index, with US tech stocks under severe pressure. 

• MSCI China saw some recovery in late 2022 (with economy opening up & zero Covid policy being gradually scrapped), but still closed down 24%

• Both Developed & Emerging markets registered healthy correction in CY22

Source: Bloomberg

CY 2022 Performance (Indexed to 100)



India’s weight in EM index has increased, driven by outperformance

6 Source: Morningstar Direct. We have considered country weights in iShares MSCI EM ETF

• India’s weight has increased the most (by 5%) over the past 2 years, due to relative outperformance among EM (emerging market) peers.

• Higher weight of India (now 2nd highest weight in MSCI EM index) could drive more foreign inflows into India.

• China has seen the biggest drop in weight (7%) in the MSCI EM index over the same period.



Over past 20 years MSCI World & MSCI EM returns have converged; India has 
significantly outperformed

7 Source: Bloomberg

• Because of underperformance of MSCI EM index, the returns of MSCI World & MSCI EM index have almost converged over 20 yr period.

• MSCI India index has outperformed by a significant margin.

Performance of MSCI Indices over 20-year period (Rebased to 100)



MSCI India is significantly above the Pre-pandemic level, while MSCI EM is quite 
below

8 Source: Bloomberg

• MSCI India index is significantly higher than pre-pandemic level and has outperformed by a substantial margin.

• MSCI EM index has underperformed--primarily dragged down by China (highest weight in index).  MSCI World index returns have been

flattish.

Performance of MSCI Indices  - from Pre-Pandemic period to Dec 2022 (Rebased to 100)
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• World GDP growth is projected to slow down from 5.9% 

in 2022 to 2.9% in 2023 but recover in 2024.

• Being led by developed markets esp. US & Europe.

• Emerging markets will continue to grow at a faster rate

• China growth expected to recover in 2023-24 with Covid 

restrictions being removed.

• Despite some growth slowdown in India, it would remain 

the fastest growing large economy in 2023 & 2024.

*  For India fiscal year being considered. 2022 = FY23 & 2023= FY24
Source: World Bank Global Economic Prospects, Jan 2023

Global growth slowdown underway; India still among the fastest growing 
economies

World Bank GDP Growth Forecast Trend (% YoY)



US GDP growth forecast has been downgraded quite substantially

10 Source: US FOMC

• US GDP Growth forecast by the Fed for CY2022 has been downgraded from 4% at the start of the year to 0.5% in Dec 2022 meeting

• US GDP Growth forecast by the Fed for CY2023 has been downgraded from 2.2% at the start of the year to 0.5% in Dec 2022 meeting

US Fed GDP Forecast Trend (%YoY)



US Treasury yield curve has sharply inverted

11 Source: JM Financial. Shaded areas on the chart represents US recession periods

• US yield curve has sharply inverted, meaning that shorter term yields are higher than long term yields.

 Historically yield curve inversion in US is followed by a recession, albeit sometimes its with a lag.

• US 10Yr – 2Yr inversion has deepened more, and so has the 10 yr – 3 month inversion.



US – Job market remains very strong

12 Source: Bloomberg

• US cumulative non-farm payrolls at a record high and unemployment at a historical low.



US Fed raised rates aggressively this year; some more legs to go in 2023
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Source: Bloomberg, US Federal Reserve

• The Fed hiked rates by a reduced quantum of 50bps in Dec meeting to 4.25-4.5%, taking the cumulative rate hike to 420 bps in CY22. 

• The Fed increased the median terminal Fed rate forecast to 5.1% (from 4.6% earlier) and is expecting rates to be elevated through 2023. 

• Market is pricing in lower terminal rate & earlier rate cuts (in late 2023), as indicated by Fed fund futures.

The federal funds target rate trend Projected US Fed Median Rate trend for 2023 end 



US inflation has moderated from multi-decade high

14 Source: US  Bureau of Labor Statistics

• US headline CPI remains elevated, but has 
moderated from a 40-yr high of 9.1% in Jun 2022 
to 6.5% in Dec 2022

• Food inflation remains quite elevated.

• Core inflation (ex food & energy) moderated to 
5.7% in Dec 2022 from high of 6.6% in Sep 2022.

• However, Shelter (Housing Rental) having a large 
weight of ~32% in US CPI basket rose to 7.5% in 
Dec 2022.



Inflation – Has been a global phenomenon in 2022, but has started to 
moderate
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Global Consumer Inflation (%YoY)

Source: Bloomberg

• Most major economies except China (CPI of 1.8%) facing inflation higher than long term average

• US, UK, Eurozone had inflation at multi decade high, which resulted  in faster tightening. 

• India’s inflation still near RBI’s upper threshold of 6%, but lower compared to global peers

• As per World Bank, the percentage of countries with rising inflation have moderated from more than 80% in June 2022 to ~30% presently. 

Share of Global Economies with Rising 
Inflation have started to moderate

Source: World Bank



Global central banks hiking rates to combat inflation; bond yields rise
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Interest Rate hikes by various Central Banks (%) 10-year Bond yields of various countries

• US Fed hiked the policy rate by 50 bps in the Dec 2022 meeting taking the cumulative hike in CY22 to 4.25%. 

• ECB (European Central Bank) ended its bond purchases and went in for 5 rate hikes of a cumulative 2.5%.

• BOE (Bank of England) has hiked rates 9 consecutive times, the latest being a 50 bps hike in December.

• Bond yields around the world have hardened in CY22.

Source: Bloomberg



Correction in commodity prices may help to ease inflation pressure

17 Source: Bloomberg. 



Global supply side pressures & freight rates (which had spiked during Covid 
pandemic) have normalized now; but global trade growth expected to moderate in 
2023

18 Source: Bloomberg, NY Fed, JM Financial , World Bank

• As per World Bank, global trade growth  expected to moderate from 4% in CY22 to 1.6% in CY23, due to global growth slowdown.



Indian Markets & Macro
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PSU, banking & FMCG were the top performing sectors in CY22 & IT, pharma 
and broader markets underperformed 

20 Source: Morningstar Direct 

Domestic Indices – 1 Yr Return in % (ended Dec 2022)



Top & Bottom Five Performing Stocks in CY22 – Nifty 50 index & Nifty Midcap 100 
Index

21 Source: Bloomberg.  This is not a recommendation but just for information. Past performance is not an indicator of future returns. 

Nifty 50 Index – Top & Bottom 5 

Performing Stocks in CY22

Nifty Midcap 100 Index – Top & Bottom 5 

Performing Stocks in CY22
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Nifty 500 Index Analysis 

Source: BALIC Research, Bloomberg

India Market Performance over past year has been quite narrow

• Despite the Nifty 500 index returning 3% over past year, around 
half of the index stocks have fallen more than 20% from their 
52-week high.



India – GDP growth still relatively healthy at 7.0% in FY23 & 6.1% in FY24

23 Source: Bloomberg, RBI, IMF. FY23  growth rate forecasted by MOSPI & FY24 GDP growth forecast by IMF 

India Fiscal Year-Wise GDP Growth (% YoY)



Indian Economy expected to cross Japan & become third largest by 2030

24 Source: World Bank, CLSA

India Nominal GDP Forecast Trend (US$ in Bln)



Economic Indicators well placed for India

Source: Bloomberg, Jefferies, B&K25

Bank credit growth see strong pick-up GST collections remain strong & near Rs 1.5 trln mark 

India Composite PMI data picks-up India steel consumption sees healthy growth 



Government providing a thrust to Capex; there could be more 
announcements in upcoming Budget

26 Source: Budget Documents, Jefferies, CMIE, Bank of Baroda

Central Govt. Capex has seen healthy growth New Project Announcements have picked up lately

Capacity Utilization has picked up, indicating that private capex could also recover



PLI scheme in India expanding and expected to provide a boost to 
manufacturing

27 PLI = Production Linked Incentive Scheme. Source: Jefferies, Goldman Sachs

PLI-Linked Capex on an Uptrend Key PLI Capex Projects Announced



India Inflation – CPI appears manageable and started to moderate

28 Source: Bloomberg

India Headline Consumer Inflation Trend (% YoY)

• In India, headline consumer inflation has moderated from a high of 7.8% in April 2022 to 5.7% in Dec 2022.

• Core inflation (ex food & fuel) remains elevated at 6%. RBI’s focus seems to be on core inflation nowadays.

• In its latest Dec 2022 monetary policy meeting, RBI kept CPI inflation forecast unchanged at 6.7% for FY23.



Correction in crude oil prices has helped India, which is a major oil 
importer

29 Source: Bloomberg 

Brent Crude Price (US$ / barrel)



With crude price moderating--CAD & trade deficit to be in check; BOP to turn 
negative
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Source: RBI, Kotak Institutional Equities

India Forex Reserves ($ in billion)

Source: Bloomberg

CAD: Current Account Deficit, BoP = Balance of Payments

• With crude prices moderating CAD now expected at ~3% in FY24 and 2.3% in FY24

• Balance of Payments (BoP) expected to turn significantly negative after being in surplus.

• India forex reserves have come down from peak but will still help to provide cushion (presently at ~8 months import cover).



Indian rupee relatively underperformed in CY22
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1 Year Performance of Currencies (Vs USD) – in % 

Source: Morningstar. Data sorted in descending order and ended Dec 2022.

• The dollar index touched a 20-yr high but depreciated in late 2022. 

• Indian rupee had initially fared relatively well to peers, but 
underperformed in late 2022 (last calendar quarter), causing it to close the 
year down ~10% against the US dollar.

US Dollar Index



Corporate earnings growth in India expected at ~11% in both FY23 & 
FY24
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• Nifty aggregate Profit After Tax (PAT) has almost doubled from Rs. 3.4 trillion in FY20 to Rs. 6.3 trillion in FY23 (expected).

• Positive corporate earnings surprise (which had helped Indian markets to outperform earlier) may be behind us now.

• After a robust Nifty earnings growth of ~38% in FY22, Nifty EPS growth is expected at ~11% in both FY23 & FY24.

Source: Bajaj Allianz Life Research Estimates

Nifty EPS Trend



Financials sector to continue to be the key contributor to Nifty earnings in 
FY24
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• Auto sector to be a strong contributor in FY24, primarily due to an auto major (loss in FY23 to profit in FY24). 

• IT sector expected to be a healthy contributor to Nifty earnings growth in FY24, after a fall in contribution in FY23. Industrials & FMCG to see healthy 
PAT growth in FY24

• Metals and Oil & Gas sectors expected to register negative contribution & PAT growth in FY24. 

Source: Bajaj Allianz Life Research Estimates

Nifty FY24 sectoral earnings growth build-up



Nifty returns in past 2 years were primarily helped by corporate earnings 
growth
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• Nifty returns in FY22 (especially) was primarily helped by corporate earnings growth. Returns in FY23 (so far) have been more subdued due 
to moderation in corporate earnings growth, and some minor P/E de-rating

• We believe that going forward in 2023, the potential of PE expansion in India is limited and therefore returns will be more guided by 
corporate earnings growth.

Source: Bloomberg, CLSA

Nifty Index Returns Composition: Earnings Contribution & P/E Re-rating



India corporate earnings growth potential is still healthy, but market 
valuations presently at a premium compared to peers & long-term average

35 Source: Bloomberg, CLSA

Earnings growth trend & P/E Premium of Various Countries



India market valuation has moderated from highs; but at a significant premium to EM

Source: Bloomberg, Motilal Oswal36

Nifty 1 Year Fwd Consensus P/E Ratio

India Market Cap to GDP Trend (in %)

India P/E Premium to EM



Equity issuances & IPO market in India was subdued in CY22 v/s previous 2 
years
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• Total equity issuances in India were relatively subdued in India during CY22, on account on market volatility.

• IPO collections stood at ~Rs 59,000 crore in CY22 v/s a record high of ~Rs 1.2 lakh core in CY21. New-age company IPOs witnessed
capitulation in share prices during the year. 

Source: Prime Database, Kotak Institutional Equities. Equity Issuances includes IPO, QIP, Rights Issue, OFS & FPO

India – Calendar Year-wise Equity Issuances (Rs . In Crore)



• After seeing significant FPI equity outflows over the past fiscal year, FPI flows are showing some signs of recovery in past few months.

• Meanwhile, DII equity flows continue to be strong, after a record inflow in FY22. DII inflows have helped to counter FPI outflows, thereby 
leading to relatively less fall in Indian equity markets, compared to peers.

38

FPI outflows being countered by DII inflows; recently FPI flows see some 

recovery



Domestic Mutual Funds witnessing robust inflows
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• Domestic equity mutual funds have been witnessing robust inflows and CY2022 flows at record high.

• In addition, money is also coming in via the Index Funds / ETFs.

• Monthly run-rate of SIP investments now stands at a record high of Rs. 13,600 crore. 

Mutual Funds – Equity Flows (INR billion)

Source: AMFI, Motilal Oswal, CLSA

Mutual Funds – Monthly SIP trend (INR billion)



RBI - hiking rates and normalizing liquidity

40 Source: Bloomberg, Jefferies

• RBI has hiked the repo rate 4 times in CY22 to 6.25%, bringing the 
cumulative repo rate hike to 225 bps so far this year.

• RBI focusing on withdrawal of accommodation. Liquidity in the banking 
system has come down, as a result of which short term rates have risen 
more in CY22.

• We feel that large part of the rate hike cycle in India maybe behind us 
now. We expect terminal repo rate at 6.5-6.75%.

• Future rate hikes will have more to do with supporting the Indian 
rupee & to some extent the inflation trajectory.

India 10 Yr Yield Vs Repo Rate

India Banking System Liquidity



India 10 Yr Yield & Repo rate above pre-pandemic level; good level to 
lock-in at
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• India 10 Yr G-Sec yield has risen to ~7.3% from below 6% during pandemic. 

• Historically, bond yields of ~7.4 to 8% have typically been attractive level for investors with a slightly long-term horizon-- to lock into.

Source: Bloomberg

India 10 Year G-Sec Yield Trend % Historical Repo Rate



Outlook for 2023
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• India is more favourably positioned from a macro-perspective (compared to peers) amidst the global growth slowdown, 
and the economy is more domestic focused. 

• Equities remain the preferred asset class for long term wealth creation. Long term India growth story is intact.

• However, near term return expectations from the Indian equity markets expected to be modest, given-- rising interest rates 
(which will be elevated for some time), global uncertainties and current valuation premium.

• Sectoral Preferences:
• Private Banks – Credit growth picking up, margins are stable and asset quality outlook is benign. Most banks are well 

capitalized.
• Domestic plays – Like companies exposed to domestic growth in sectors like Industrials, Cap Goods etc.
• IT – Sector has underperformed due to global recession fears, valuations are approaching attractive zone.
• Pharma – Lacks near term triggers, however, valuations are attractive on selective basis.
• Metals – Earnings outlook appears weak; however, China reopening may drive demand recovery.
• Emerging Themes – QSR & Hotels, Electric Vehicles, Diagnostics & Hospitals.

Fixed Income

• Large part of the interest rate hike cycle in India maybe behind us now. We expect terminal repo rate at 6.5-6.75%
• Currently our preference is towards medium term duration and we have positioned our portfolio accordingly.
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